Speech Emotion Recognition (SER) systems currently are focusing on classifying emotions on each single language. Since optimal acoustic sets are strongly language dependent, to achieve a generalized SER system working for multiple languages, issues of selection of common features and retraining are still challenging. In this paper, we therefore present a SER system in a multilingual scenario from perspective of human perceptual processing. The goal is twofold. Firstly, to predict multilingual emotion dimensions accurately such as human annotations. To this end, a three layered model consist of acoustic features, semantic primitives, emotion dimensions, along with Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) were studied. Secondly, by knowledge of human perception of emotion among languages in dimensional space, we adopt direction and distance as common features to detect multilingual emotions. Results of estimation performance of emotion dimensions comparable to human evaluation is furnished, and classification rates that are close to monolingual SER system performed are achieved.
Introduction
Speech processing is widely studied in the area of affective computing to enable computers to possess intelligence to understand human behaviors. Most speech systems are focused on the process of natural-language understanding by capturing the linguistic content of spoken utterances. Such language understanding can be greatly improved if the emotion conveyed by the speaker can be identified [1] . This fact introduces an appealing research topic: speech emotion recognition (SER). On this topic, researchers have recently determined a small set of discrete categories to characterize emotions such as anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, and surprise [2] . However, the intensity of a certain emotion varies with time and situation, which may take any arbitrary value such as little anger or much anger. To describe the rich variation in the degree of affective states, dimensional space of valence and activation is generally used to represent emotions [3] . Valence is the quality of being charged with positive or negative significance, which is inherent in emotional appraisal and experience; Activation quantifies how a speech is associated to an intensity level, i.e., particularly strong or weak.
Many studies on SER for different single corpora have been conducted using the language-dependent optimal acoustic sets over the past several decades. Such systems can be simply analyzed in monolingual scenarios; changing the source corpus requires re-selecting the optimal acoustic features and re-training the system. Human-emotion perception, however, has proved to be cross lingual, even without the understanding of the language used [4] . An automatic SER system is expected to recognize emotions such as. We therefore aimed at constructing a multilingual SER system suitable to be used across cultures. To this end, we studied the two essential aspects of estimating emotion dimensions and extracting common features among languages.
The first challenging issue was to accurately estimate emotion dimensions. Traditionally, prediction of emotion dimensions can be directly obtained from acoustic features by using various estimators. Grimm et al., for example, predicted emotion dimensions from acoustic features by using the Fuzzy Inference System (FIS) [5] . The prediction performance of the activation dimension was better than valence. Many researchers later studied new acoustic parameters to improve the accuracy of valence estimation, as analyzed by Wu et al. [6] . However, such estimation remains poor.
Human-emotion perception, as described by Scherer [7] who adopted a version of Brunswiks lens model originally developed in 1956 [8] is a multi-layer process. To precisely estimate emotion dimensions, especially for valence, a three-layer model consisting of acoustic features, semantic primitives and emotion dimensions was adopted by Elbarougy and Akagi in 2012 [9] . The estimation results of valence and activation with this three-layer model outperformed that predicted directly from acoustic features with a traditional system. In this study, we used such a three-layer model to predict emotion dimensions in a multilingual scenario, since it works strongly effective in mimicking human-emotion perception processing in our previous studies [10] [11] .
Another challenge in the area of multilingual SER is that it is not clear what common features are efficient in detecting emotions across cultures. Commonalities and differences in human-emotion perception across languages in the valence-activation (V-A) space have recently been studied [4] . It was revealed that direction and distance from neutral to other emotions are similar across languages, and neutral positions of languages are language-dependent. Motivated by this new finding, with the assumption that the proposed multilingual SER can precisely estimate emotion dimensions, we adopted direction and distance from neutral to other emotions as common features to normalize languages for multilingual SER. 
Multilingual SER Architecture

Corpora
We used three corpora of acted emotions in Japanese, German, and Chinese to develop the proposed multilingual SER system. In the three corpora, four similar categories: neutral, joy, anger, and sad were selected. The Japanese corpus is Fujitsu Database recorded by Fujitsu Laboratory. It contains 5 emotions, neutral, happy, cold anger, sad, and hot anger. A professional actress was asked to utter 20 different sentences, each sentence has one neutral utterance and two utterances in each of other emotions. The selected utterances from Fujitsu Database are: 20 neutral, 40 happy, 40 hot anger, and 40 sad, totaling 140 utterances.
The German corpus is the well known Berlin Emo-DB. Ten professional actors (five males and five females) each uttered ten sentences in German to simulate seven different emotions. The number of spoken utterances for these 7 emotions in the Berlin Emo-DB are not equally distributed: 127 anger, 81 boredom, 46 disgust, 69 fear, 71 joy, 79 neutral, and 62 sadness. Finally, 200 utterances were selected from this corpus, 50 utterances of 4 similar emotional states as the Japanese corpus.
The Chinese emotional corpus was developed by Institute of Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences (CASIA), which includes neutral utterances by four professional actors (two males and two females) and five categories of other emotions, anger, happiness, sadness, fear, and surprise. The content consists of dominant and spontaneous parts. The utterances of the dominant part have at least one dominant word, e.g. "anger" or "annoyed" for angry, "pleased" or "joyful" for happiness, and "sad" for sadness. There are 100 utterances for each emotion. The utterances of the spontaneous part were selected from news articles, conversations and essays without emotional-rich words. There are 300 utterances in this part. Ultimately 200 utterances of spontaneous content from 4 actors covering 4 emotions (neutral, happiness, sadness, and anger) were selected as the initial step, i.e., 50 utterances of each emotion. Different from Fujitsu Database and Berlin Emo-DB, spontaneous utterances in the CASIA Emotional Corpus do not sufficiently simulate emotions in a natural and clear manner. All 200 selected utterances were re-annotated on categorical labels by 11 Chinese native speakers (five females and six males) to obtain the correct categories. The experimental results showed that 68 utterances were recognized as neutral speech, and 30, 50, and 50 utterances were grouped as happy, angry, and sad. Two spoken utterances cannot be classified into any one of four emotional categories. Hence, we eventually used 198 human-annotated utterances in this study.
Pre-Processing
Acoustic-feature extraction
The selection of acoustic features as inputting parameters is crucial. Therefore, the most relevant acoustic features that have been successfully used in previous studies were selected [10] [11]. These acoustic features can be grouped as five subgroups: four F0-related features, four power envelop-related features, five power spectrum-related features, three duration-related features, and five voice quality-related features. Acoustic features derive from F0, power envelop, power spectrum, and voice quality were collected by STRAIGHT [12] . Besides, acoustic features related to duration were extracted by manual segmentation. A total of 21 acoustic features were extracted. All acoustic features were normalized by dividing the values of acoustic features by the mean value of neutral voices to avoid speaker and language dependency on acoustic cues.
Semantic primitives and emotion-dimension evaluation
In this study, we chose a three-layer model based on that by Elbarougy and Akagi [9] , with which it is assumed that human-emotion perception comes not directly from a change in acoustic cues but from a smaller perception expressed by adjectives.
The following set of adjectives describing emotional voice were selected as candidates for semantic primitives: bright, dark, high, low, strong, weak, calm, unstable, well-modulated, monotonous, heavy, clear, noisy, quiet, sharp, fast, and slow. They are originally from [13] . The three emotional corpora were evaluated in terms of each semantic primitive using listening tests. Fujitsu Database and CASIA Emotional Corpus were evaluated by eleven Japanese native speakers (nine males and two females) and ten Chinese native speakers (five males and five females), respectively. However, it was difficult to find German native speakers as listeners; therefore, nine Japanese speakers (eight males and one female) were asked to evaluate the Berlin Emo-DB corpus. Emotional voices were evaluated 17 times by the participants, once for each semantic primitive. The participants were asked to rate each of the 17 semantic primitives on a five-point scale: "1-Does not feel at all", "2-Seldom feels", "3-Feels a little", "4-feels", "5-Feels very much". Additionally, since emotions were characterized by the V-A space in this study, the three corpora therefore needed to be annotated with dimensional labels along with valence and activation. The same participants were selected to evaluate emotion dimensions on a five-point scale -2, -1, 0, 1, 2, valence (from -2 very negative to +2 very positive), activation (from -2 very calm to +2 very excited).
The basic theory of semantic primitives and emotion dimensions was explained to the participants before the experiment. They then participated in a training session to listen to an example set composed of 20 utterances, which covered the five-point scale. The purpose of this training set was to enable the participants to understand these adjectives. All stimuli were played randomly through binaural headphones at a comfortable sound pressure level in a soundproof room. The participants were asked to evaluate their perceived impression from the manner of speaking not from the content itself then score on the five-point scale for each adjective. Moreover, the inter-rater agreement was measured by means of pairwise Person's correlation between two participants' ratings for each semantic primitive. The average rating for each adjective and emotion dimension was calculated per utterance. 
Emotion-dimension estimation
As mentioned above, our goal for this study consisted of two parts. In this section, we discuss the first sub-process which aims at precisely estimating emotion dimensions similar to human annotations. The human-perception-based three-layer model along with FIS are investigated.
The proposed multilingual SER system was constructed with 21 acoustic features in the bottom layer, 17 semantic primitives in the middle layer, and 2 emotion dimensions in the top layer. This three-layer model based multilingual SER system was trained and tested using the three corpora simultaneously, regardless of language. The FIS was used to establish the mapping from acoustic features to emotion dimensions through semantic primitives. To obtain estimated emotion dimensions, each of the 17 semantic primitives in the middle of three-layer model should be first predicted separately from the 21 acoustic features using 17 FISs. Beyond that, the estimation of emotion dimension can be done from the 17 estimated adjectives in the previous part with another 2 FISs.
Estimation performance regarding emotion dimensions
The estimated results of emotion dimensions by the system were respectively compared to the human evaluation that derived from the subjective listening experiments in the V-A space for Japanese, German, and Chinese. The comparison was conducted by calculating the mean absolute error (MAE) between human responses and system's estimations from Equation (1) .
where j ∈ {V alence, Activation}, x
is the output of the proposed system, x (j) i is the human responses by human participants, and N is the number of utterances in each emotion corpus. Simultaneously, to obtain a comparative baseline to evaluate the estimated precision of the proposed system, the mean standard deviation (MSTDEV) of emotion dimensions among the human participants in the listening experiments was used, which was calculated from Equation (2) . The MAE and MSTDEV of all emotion dimensions of the Japanese, German, and Chinese corpora, for Mono SER and Multi SER are illustrated in Figure 5 . The MAE of all emotion dimensions of the three corpora from Multi SER were completely within the scope of the MSTDEV of human evaluation as well as that of valence in the Chinese scenario with insignificant increments by 0.05.
MST DEV
Additionally, comparisons of the MAEs of Mono SER and Multi SER show that the largest increments were achieved by valence in Japanese (by 0.07). Such increments do not constitute a large difference.
In summary, the estimation performance of emotion dimensions of Multi SER was comparable to human evaluation. Furthermore, the performance of Multi SER was close to that of Mono SER for this task.
Classification
This section introduces the second sub-process to classify emotional categories using the accurate estimations in the V-A space. The knowledge of commonalities and differences in human-emotion perception among languages in the V-A space illustrates that direction and distance from neutral to other emotions are similar across languages. According to Eqs. (3) and (4), we adopted direction and degree as common features to normalize languages in order to recognize emotional states in multiple languages.
where (xE, yE) is the position of the emotional state E, and (x N , yN ) is the center position of the neutral state N. For this part of the study, we adopted the SVM as a classifier to present classification results. All results were obtained using 10-fold cross-validation. Table 1 summarizes the classification rates In particular, the largest decrement of 10.5% was achieved by comparing Mono SER and Multi SER in the Chinese corpus. This is due to the fact that the selected emotional speeches were selected from news articles, conversations, and essays that do not sufficiently simulate emotions in a natural and clear manner such as with Fujitsu Database and Berlin Emo-DB. Additionally, we attained an error reduction rate of 58.4, 27.5, and 23% for the Japanese, German, and Chinese corpora, respectively, in comparisons to the referenced studies [14] [15]
[16] using the same corpus for monolingual SER task, in which the combination of the three-layer model and human-knowledge-based classification method was found to give the best results and be well suited for emotion recognition yielding small classification errors.
Conclusion
We developed a multilingual SER from the perspective of human-emotion perception processing by using a three-layer model and studied the estimation of emotion dimensions, regardless of language. Motivated by the knowledge of human-emotion perception across languages in the V-A space, we adopted direction and distance as common features to recognize emotions in multilingual scenarios. The experimental results show that the proposed multilingual SER system can precisely estimate emotion dimensions as well as that through human annotations, and the classification performance of the proposed system is close to that achieved with the monolingual SER system.
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